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ABSTRACT
Unit tests form the first defensive line against the introduction of
bugs in software systems. Therefore, their quality is of a paramount
importance to produce robust and reliable software. To assess test
quality, many organizations relies onmetrics like code andmutation
coverage. However, they are not always optimal to fulfill such a
purpose. In my research, I want to make mutation testing scalable
by devising a lightweight approach to estimate test effectiveness.
Moreover, I plan to introduce a new metric measuring test focus—
as a proxy for the effort needed by developers to understand and
maintain a test— that both complements code coverage to assess
test quality and can be used to drive automated test case generation
of higher quality tests.
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1 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Our society runs on software: every sector—included the most
critical ones—relies on software at different level. Therefore, seri-
ous software bugs might have a huge impact on the society itself.
Software testing is the set of activities that aims at preventing the
introduction of such bugs with unit testing acting as the first defen-
sive line in preventing that. For instance, in a typical continuous
integration (CI) pipeline, unit tests run as soon as changes to the
code base are performed with the goal of assessing their quality.
However, not all the unit tests are the same: some of them might
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suffer of a poor overall quality. To assess test quality, most orga-
nizations mainly relies on metrics like code or mutation coverage.
Unfortunately, the former has been shown to be a non-optimal
indicator when it comes to measure test quality [16]. The latter is
used as strongest alternative to code coverage [17] to estimate test
effectiveness, i.e., the ability of revealing bugs. However, mutation
testing has the main disadvantage of being extremely computa-
tionally expensive [17]: thus, especially in case of large software
systems or when the frequency of commits is high (e.g., in CI), sys-
tematic mutation testing becomes hard to put in practice. Multiple
approaches have been proposed to address such a scalability prob-
lem [22]. However, Gopinath et al. [10] showed that most of them
do not provide a practical gain if compared to a random selection
of mutants. Therefore, the problem of assessing test effectiveness
on a large scale is still far from being solved.
Effectiveness is not the only desirable quality that tests should
have. As well as source code, test cases need maintenance since they
evolve over time along with the code they exercise [21, 30]. In some
cases, a new feature might change the behavior of the code and
make the tests obsolete; on the other hand, changes might introduce
bugs that are then revealed by tests. Therefore, developers need
respectively either modify the tests or fix the production code [30].
In both cases, understanding the test is the first step prior any kind
of maintenance task. Test automation expert Meszaros described in
his milestone book 68 patterns for making tests easier to understand
and maintain [20]. One of the most important, the Single-Condition
Tests principle [20], suggests that maintainable tests should not
verify many functionalities at ones to avoid test obfuscation. I refer
to this property as test focus, with the underlying hypothesis that
focused tests are easier to understand and therefore, they ease fault
localization and debugging tasks.
If test quality assessment is still mainly measured by code and
mutation coverage, the same is true for automated test case genera-
tion [31]: despite decades of research on the topic, code coverage is
still used as the main criteria for the evolutionary search [31]. This
results in test suites that reach high coverage but suffer of low over-
all quality [23]. Many authors recently investigated non-coverage—
quality—aspects in addition to the high code coverage [18]. How-
ever, the problem of balancing two contrasting objectives without
detrimental effects in one of the two remains far from being solved,
especially in a multi-target fashion [7].
2 PROPOSED RESEARCH
In my research, I propose to address the scalability problem of
mutation testing estimating test effectiveness by using source-code-
quality indicators. Moreover, I want to complement the usage of
code coverage metrics to evaluate test quality—as well as to drive
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test case generation—by introducing a new focus metric that mea-
sures for the effort needed to understand test code.
The underlying hypothesis of my research is the following:
Metrics that measure the effectiveness and the focus of
a test can be used to assess and improve the quality of
test suites. Relying on unsupervised methods, we can
pinpoint the existence of low quality tests that should
be improved. Such metrics can be used to automatically
generate high-quality and effective tests.
In the following, I motivate the research questions that are used
to validate my hypothesis and discuss how they contribute to sup-
port the specification, verification, and execution of experiments.
At first, I want to understand more in details which are the fac-
tors that make a test effective or non-effective. This would allow to
recommend developers which source-code aspects to look at with
the goal of increasing the overall test-suite effectiveness. Secondly,
I aim at designing new lightweight approaches that aims at pre-
dicting the test-effectiveness without the need to actual go through
the mutation testing pipeline. This would allow tackle the main
disadvantage of mutation testing, i.e., its high computational cost.
RQ 1 To what extent can we estimate test-case effectiveness using
source-code-quality indicators?
While the ability to reveal faults remains the main goal of tests, it
is important that they ensure other qualities. Amongst the others,
I want to concentrate on test understandability that is crucial for
different reasons. In particular, understanding the test is the first
step for developers in case (i) a test fails and the fault needs to be
located, or (ii) the production code changes and the related tests
need to be modified accordingly. To estimate the effort spent by
developers in understanding a test, I plan to design a new metric
based on the concept of entropy [15]with the explicit goal to capture
the focus of a test, measuring to what extent it complies to the Single-
Condition Tests principle [20]. My hypothesis is the following: less
entropic (i.e., more focused) tests are easier to understand and thus,
they ease debugging tasks for developers.
RQ 2 To what extent can we measure the focus of a test?
Finally, in the last research question I plan to design an adaptive
framework for automated test case generation able to optimize
any non-coverage aspect without a detrimental effect on the code
coverage. This would allow to put quality aspects into the loop of
automated generation, thus, resulting in higher quality tests.
RQ 3 Can we improve the quality of automatically generated test-
cases?
Each of those research questions are related to the formulated
hypothesis. In particular, RQ1 and RQ2 tackles two different di-
mensions of test quality, respectively effectiveness and focus, as a
proxy for understandability. The third research question aims at
prosing a general framework for test case generation that allow to
consider any other criteria along with code coverage.
3 RQ1: ABOUT TEST-CASE EFFECTIVENESS
To answer RQ1, I conducted a study [11] with a twofold goal: un-
derstanding the factors that discern effective from non-effective
tests; predicting test-case effectiveness —as indicated via mutation
testing— in a lightweight fashion relying on the identified factors.
3.1 Factors Impacting Test-Case Effectiveness
We conducted a study [11] to understand the differences in the
distribution of different factors for test cases having high or low
mutation scores. In particular, we considered 67 different factors
extracted from both production and test code, coming from five
different dimensions, i.e., Code Coverage, Test Smells, Code Metrics,
Code Smells and Readability. To assign test cases to either the
effective (i.e., high score) or the non-effective (i.e., low score) set, we
firstly conducted a mutation analysis; then, we used the quartile
of the obtained mutation score: the first quartile denoted the non-
effective set, while the fourth quartile the effective one. Therefore,
to compare the distribution of each factor in the two sets of tests
we apply the Wilcoxon Rank Sum statistical tests [6]. Moreover, we
estimate themagnitude of the observed differences using the Cliff’s
Delta, a non-parametric effect size measure for ordinal data [14].
We discovered that effective tests statistically differ from non-
effective ones for 41 out of the 67 (i.e., about 61%) investigated
factors. This result suggests that source-code quality metrics might
be relevant for assessing test-case effectiveness. Our main findings
were that a test case is more effective when it has a high statement
coverage and does not contain test smells. Moreover, 20 metrics
computed on the production classes had a relevant impact on effec-
tiveness: this confirmed the common wisdom that the larger and
complex the production code is, harder is for the tests to reveal
faults. Similarly, we observed that higher quality and complexity
of the test code translates in higher ability to find faults. The same
seemed to be true looking and the relation between code-smells and
effectiveness, with two investigated factors having a statistically
significant negative relationship with the mutation score. To sum
up the findings of our study, we observed that a test case tends to
be more effective when it has a high statement coverage and does
not contain test smells. Moreover, the absence of design flaws in the
CUTs and its quality represent strong factors for test effectiveness.
3.2 Predicting Test-Effectiveness
Relying on the same source-code-metrics we exploited to under-
stand the relation between such factors and the effectiveness, we
devised a technique able to predict effectiveness itself, as indicated
bymutation analysis [11]. Such a technique is orthogonal to existing
approaches and aims at predict effectiveness by using source-code-
quality indicators computed on both production and test code (e.g.,
quality metrics [5] or code/test smells [35]). Therefore, such ap-
proach resulted to be extremely lightweight being based on source-
code metrics that can be easily calculated or even coming from free
in Continuous Integration (CI) environments. We devised and eval-
uated two different prediction models for test-case effectiveness:
the first model (referred as dynamic) exploits all the 67 aforemen-
tioned factors; the latter (referred as static), on the contrary, uses the
same factors but the statement coverage, which is the only dynamic
metrics—i.e., that requires code execution to be computed—we con-
sidered. Before being able to properly evaluate the prediction mod-
els, we went through a series of preprocessing steps. At first, we
applied data normalization (or features scaling). Then, we applied a
feature selection algorithm to select the possible subset of features
in order to identify the ones giving the best performance. Finally, we
applied a grid search method to tune the parameters of the different
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Table 1: Performance of the RFC on nested cross-validation.
Acc. Prec. Rec. F1 AUC MAE Brier
Dynamic 0.948 0.940 0.960 0.949 0.949 0.051 0.035
Static 0.864 0.864 0.865 0.864 0.864 0.137 0.095
employed algorithms: in total, we experimented the performance
of a Random Forest, a K-Neighbors and a Support Vector Machines
classifiers. To train, evaluate and select the best algorithms, we
adopted a 10-fold nested cross-validation approach. Table 1 reports
the results of such evaluations for the best model, i.e., the Random
Forest Classifier (RFC). We demonstrated that prediction models
can be effectively exploited to classify test-case effectiveness. A
model relying on both dynamic and static information achieves
performance close to 95% in terms of F-Measure and AUC- ROC,
while the performance of a model only using static indicators de-
creases of about 9% only: we argue that this model still gives good
performance and is moreover a more practical solution in a real
scenario. Indeed, most of the metrics that we consider in the static
model are already computed by software analytics tools employed
in Continuous Integration (CI) pipelines.
4 RQ2: ENTROPY TO CAPTURE THE FOCUS
Test effectiveness is not the only desirable quality for test cases.
Other qualities like readability and understability are crucial, espe-
cially considering that tests are not static artifacts but they evolve
along with the application they exercise [30]. In a preliminary
work [12], we showed that readability of tests is lower compared
to the production code they exercise. In the context of this second
research question I want to focus on test understandability. Under-
standing test behavior is the first crucial step both in case (i) the
production code changes and some tests need to be updated, and
(ii) a test fails and the source code needs to be fixed [30]. Estimate
the degree of understandability and maintainability of a test is very
hard in practice. I plan to address such an issue by developing a new
metric based on the Information Theory concept of entropy [33]
that has already been used in previous SE research [15]. In par-
ticular, I plan to calculate the entropy of the coverage over the
production code for a given test. This formulation aims at mea-
suring to what extent a test complies to the Single-Condition Tests
principle [20]: I refer to this property as test focus. According to
the definition of entropy, if a test covers branches belonging to a
single method, the entropy of its coverage is 0, i.e., the test is highly
focused. On the opposite case, if many methods are called and the
test covers the exact same number of branches for all of them, the
entropy is maximum and the test is not focused.
I plan to conduct both a qualitative and a quantitative analysis
involving a large number of controlled experiments with actual
software developers structured as follows. I will select a set of Java
classes and I will manually inject a bug in a precise position. Then,
I will either write or generate two test cases able to reveal the intro-
duced bug, respectively with high and low values for the entropic
metric. The experiment will be composed of many tasks, each of
them consisting in locating the manually injected bug inspecting
both the Java class and a provided test, either with high or low
entropy. For each task I will collect: (i) if the participants correctly
locate the bug and (ii) the time they need to do it. Moreover, after
each task I will ask the participants to rank the understandability
of the received test in a scale between 1 and 5. I aim to verify the
following hypothesis: developers are faster in locating bugs if focused
tests are provided. This would eventually confirm that the entropic
metric is well suited to measure test understandability.
5 RQ3: ADAPTIVE TEST-CASE GENERATION
The main promise of automated test case generation is to reduce
the burden of developers in manually writing test cases. However,
despite decades of research on this topic [19], automatically tests
generation is still far to be used in practice. One of the main reasons
lie in the fact that the resulting tests suffer of low overall quality [23].
One possible solution is to include quality aspects as objectives to
be optimized during the process of test case generation. While
most of the research effort so far has been devoted to maximize
code coverage criteria [19], recently research attempted to put non-
coverage aspects into the loop [7, 18, 24]. Such works share the same
formulation, i.e., they consider coverage and non-coverage criteria
as equally important for the evolutionary search. However, it has
been empirically shown that balancing two contrasting objectives
often results in a detrimental effect on the achieved coverage [7].
Moreover, these studies propose a single-target approach rather
than a multi-target one, while the latter has been shown to be more
effective, addressing the main issues of the former [29]. Tackle this
issue is the goal of myRQ3. To achieve this, during the evolutionary
search I plan to dynamically detect stagnation in the first objective,
i.e., code coverage. In particular, stagnation is detected when no
improvement in the fitness function is observed for the uncovered
targets. In such a case, the algorithm will temporarily disable the
optimization for the secondary objective.
I plan to implement such an adaptive approach in EvoSuite [8]
by extending the base algorithm of MOSA [27]. Thus, I plan to em-
pirically evaluate the adaptive algorithm as follows. I will select a
secondary objective to maximize along with code coverage: possible
objectives might be execution time or memory consumption. Then,
I will select a large set of Java classes from the SF110 benchmark [28]
and I will compare the test suites generated over such classes by the
baseline—i.e., MOSA—and the proposed adaptive approach. Such
a comparison will involve not only the chosen secondary objec-
tive, but also branch coverage and mutation score to double-check
whether the optimization of the non-coverage objective results in a
detrimental effect on either code coverage or fault effectiveness. To
perform this analysis, I plan to use the non-parametric Wilcoxon
Rank Sum Test [6] and the Vargha-Delaney [37] test to measure
the magnitude of the differences.
6 RELATEDWORK
Test Effectiveness. Research mainly focused on code coverage
and mutation testing to evaluate test effectiveness. The role of code
coverage in fault localization [39, 40] and detection [4] has been
previously explored. Despite some encouraging results, Rojas and
Fraser [31] stated that the coverage is limited in its intrinsic def-
inition, since it cannot verify the behavior of the code but only
the executed statements. Mutation testing [17] represents the best
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alternative to code coverage, aiming at measuring the real fault-
revelation capability of a test suite. The main downside of mutation
testing is that it is an extremely expensive activity. Offutt and Untch
[22] grouped all the techniques developed so far to speed up muta-
tion testing into three groups: do fewer, do smarter, and do faster. An
application of machine learning (ML) methods to the effectiveness
prediction problem was initially devised by Zhang et al. [41]. They
proposed a classification model that predicts whether a generated
mutant will be killed or not by a certain test. The work we pro-
pose to address the first research question is similar to the one of
Zhang et al. [41]. However, their technique still requires the gener-
ation of the mutants; moreover, they rely on a series of dynamic
information about code coverage and executed mutation testing,
that still requires a considerable computation effort. Therefore, the
work [11] we propose to answer our RQ1 has a different and more
comprehensive goal, i.e., i) predict test-case effectiveness without
any dynamic information or previous mutation analysis and ii)
understanding the key factors that affect effectiveness.
Test Quality. Beck [3] firstly argued how desirable is for test cases
to respect good design principles such that they result easier to com-
prehend, maintain and successfully used to diagnose problems in
the production code. One of the milestone work on the topic is the
one of van Deursen et al. [35]. They defined a catalogue of 11 poor
design solution to write tests, called test smells, along with refactor-
ing operations aimed to their removal. This catalogue has been then
extended by Meszaros [20], introducing, amongst the others, the
Single-Condition Tests principle. Many work showed that test smells
are effectively spread in practice [13]. Bavota et al. [2] studied the
diffusion of test smells in 18 software projects and their effects on
software maintenance. They found that more than the 80% of the
investigated jUnit classes were smelly, i.e., affected by at least one
smell. Moreover, they showed that their presence has a negative
impact on the understandability of developers. Given the relevance
of the problem, different approaches have been proposed to detect
test smells. Greiler et al. [13] presented a tool, named TestHound,
able to identify smells such as General Fixture or Vague Header
Setup. Van Rompaey et al. [36] devised code-metrics based heuris-
tics to identify two types of test smells. Palomba et al. [26] more
recently explored the usage of textual information from test code to
detect smells, showing promising results. Palomba at Zaidman [25]
investigated the extent to which test smells can be exploited to
locate flaky tests. They showed that large part of the flaky tests
contains smells and that their remotion both fixes the smell and the
flakiness. Spadini et al. [34] studied the relation between test smell
and change- and fault-proneness of test code. They demonstrated
how smells have strong effects on test code maintainability.
Automated Test Generation. Test-data generation has been in-
tensively investigated over the last decade [19]. Different tools have
been proposed with the main goal of automatically generating tests
with high code coverage [9, 19, 27, 32]. Recently, several works in-
vestigated non-coverage aspects in addition to reaching high cover-
age. Lakhotia et al. [18] considered dynamic memory consumption
as a further objective to optimize together with branch coverage.
Ferrer et al. [7] proposed a multi-objective approach considering at
the same time code coverage and oracle cost. Afshan et al. [1] looked
at code readability as a secondary objective to optimize and used
natural language models to generate tests having readable string
inputs. In all aforementioned works, coverage and non-coverage
test properties were considered as equally important objectives for
the evolutionary search. However, empirical studies showed the
difficulty of balancing the two contrasting objectives and avoid-
ing negative effects on the final branch coverage [7]. Furthermore,
these prior studies used a classical single-target approach rather
than more effective multi-target strategies. Palomba et al. [24] pro-
posed an early attempt to combine coverage and non-coverage
criteria within a multi-target approach. They incorporated test-
cohesion and test-coupling metrics as secondary objectives within
the preference criterion of MOSA, with the goal of producing more
maintainable test cases: the result is more-cohesive and less-coupled
test cases, as well as higher coverage. The work proposed in RQ3
builds on top of such approach by defining an adaptive strategy that
enables and disables the secondary objective during the generation.
7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Inmy research, I aim atmakingmutation testingmore scalable by es-
timating test case effectiveness relying on source-quality-indicators.
Moreover, I want to complement the usage of code coverage as a
main metric to evaluate test quality by introducing a novel metric
that measure test focus as a proxy for the effort needed by de-
velopers to understand a test case. Similarly, I plan to devise an
adaptive approach that optimize any quality factor, along with code
coverage, in the context of automated test case generation. The
expected contributions of my research include (i) understanding
of the source-code factors that impact test-case effectiveness, (ii) a
ML model able to predict test effectiveness in a lightweight fash-
ion relying on the aforementioned source-code factors, (iii) a new
metric based on the concept of entropy, (iv) a proof-of-concept
implementation of an adaptive test-case generation algorithm that
allows to optimize any non-coverage criteria that goes in contrast
with the code coverage as a main objective. While (i) and (ii) are
mainly covered, my current research focuses on the definition and
implementation of the latter.
I envision to extend existing tools for continuous inspection
of software quality (e.g., SonarQube [38]) allowing developers to
diagnose the health status of test suites. From the outcome of RQ1,
they can become aware of the poor effectiveness of some tests.
Moreover, I plan to extend the effectiveness model by introducing
a feature that suggests the specific characteristics that contribute
for a test to be classified as non-effective. Thus, form the outcome
of RQ2, developers can be notified of the poor focus of some tests,
adopting preventive actions that will lead to increase their future
understandability and maintainability. Finally, I envision a continu-
ous automated test case generation mechanism that dynamically
select the quality criteria to optimize as a second objective, based
on the observation of the current state of the test suite.
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